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CLEANER

WE ACT FAIRLY
It is not only the soap nuts which have travelled a long distance.
Many of our raw materials also originate from developing countries.
Therefore we ensure that we support small farmers and local
cooperatives. We have our own soap nut production facility directly
in the Himalayas in Shimla/India. In the peak season we employ
up to 50 persons, many of whom belong to disadvantaged fringe
groups. Of course, these raw materials are transported to PLANET
PURE in an environmentally friendly manner by ship and rail.

VEGAN SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE AND FAIR

HANDMADE:
FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
We are convinced that economic and ethic actions can go hand in
hand. Wherever possible, we will forego automated production in
order to create jobs and thus support the association ´Lebenshilfe
Vorarlberg´ with the project „Menschen brauchen Menschen“
(„Humans need humans“).

Arabella Kiesbauer and Silvio Perpmer, founder & CEO of PLANET PURE

WINNER OF THE ENERGY GLOBE
AUSTRIA 2014
CATEGORY „EARTH“

Up to 12 employees with disabilities are actively involved in our
production process. Handmade by PLANET PURE means: manufactured with responsibility and love.

VEGAN:
TREASURING LIFE

We honour and respect the life of all creatures. For this reason, all of our products
do not contain any animal ingredients.

PLANET PURE GmbH, A-6912 Hörbranz, office@planetpure.com, planetpure.com

Alain Bauwens
Shareholder & CFO
of PLANET PURE
presents the Social Award.

All PLANET PURE products have not been
tested on animals!

SUSTAINABILITY:
IN THE CYCLE OF NATURE
We use only electricity supplied from hydropower in our production
facilities. We are particularly proud of the fact that any waste which
is generated during the production of our detergents and cleaning
agents is further processed into biogas: PLANET PURE produces
absolutely „zero waste“.

Start
the
ORGANIC
Revolution

WE NEED A REVOLUTION IN
DETERGENTS AND CLEANING AGENTS

BIO-GARANTIE:
THE HIGHEST AWARD!

HEALTH:
FEELING AT EASE

We can take health matters into our own hands: with every product
that we use. Every day, with every laundry, with every rinsing, with
every cleaning.
So why don‘t we concern ourselves more with what we pour into
the (sewage) water? After all, this has a detrimental effect on our
environment and our health!
Because sewage treatment plants cannot filter out all chemicals –
and all the toxins that we discharge into the world, will ultimately
end up in our bodies once again.
Every single one of us has the power to change the world. We can
deliberately avoid chemicals and instead use natural, certified
organic products which are completely free of toxic chemicals.
However, a variety of „ECO(LOGICAL)“ products mislead the
consumers in this respect: Even if the product labels say „eco“
or „ecological“ or „organic“, they often contain toxins in spite of
this. The majority of manufacturers use these terms to merely
designate a more rapid biodegradation: with a guideline value of
60% within 30 days. However, this does not say anything about
the degradation rate of the remaining 40% and the harm which
these cause to human health and the environment. In doing so,
the toxins end up in the ground water, in the environment and in
our food.
Our company exceeds the ecological standard by far in order to
offer you the most environmentally friendly and healthy products
which are currently available on the market.
We manufacture authentic organic products by using the
maximum amount of plants and raw materials which are not
chemically altered.
Because PLANET PURE products are purely natural, they are
100% biodegradable in our water within a few days – and, in turn,
also protect human health.

The aim of all our products? The Austria-Bio Standard
and beyond! Particularly strict requirements have to
be fulfilled in order to obtain this certificate.

The skin is our largest organ. In order to avoid any skin irritations
and to counteract allergies, the products of PLANET PURE are
based on particularly gentle formulas.

This certificate is only awarded if the plants are from controlled
organic cultivation and if no pesticides are used – hence Mother
Earth remains in a healthy state. We are proud of the fact that all
our products meet this highest standard of quality.

Since the products contain neither toxic chemicals nor other
harmful substances, they make life easier for people with sensitive
skin or allergies –actively protecting our health and that of our
children.

For this reason, PLANET PURE is due to the Austria-Bio-Garantie
number one worldwide: owing to an extensive range of organic
detergents and cleaning agents!

The opinion of our customers:

QUALITY GAINED FROM
SLIGHTLY FOAMING HERBAL POWER:
Soap nut (sapindus mukorossi)

OUR RAW MATERIALS
MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE
We rely on sustainable and certified organic active substances,
such as tea saponines, soapwort and soap nut, which we carefully
extract in our own production facility in order to acquire our wash
active surfactants from these substances.

Some time ago, I was diagnosed with an „allergy
to propylene glycol. At first I was in a desperate
situation because nearly all conventional cleaning,
washing and cosmetic products contain this
ingredient. The products of PLANET PURE
(hypoallergenic detergent) were among the first
which I bought following this diagnosis. For the
last 8 years it has been the first detergent which
does not cause skin itching, redness or swelling
after washing. I am impressed by your products
and the philosophy of your company. I am glad
that there are pioneering companies like yours.
Thank you! Only when you are forced to come to
terms with the products you use in everyday life
do you realize what you are doing to your skin,
and also to the environment, the animals etc.
Until most recently I had not been aware of the
fact that alternatives actually exist.

Plenty of foam but no power? By no means! You will notice that
our products frequently produce less foam yet still have an
optimum cleaning power. Conventional products claim to achieve
better cleaning results by using chemical foam boosters. We have
deliberately decided against this showmanship: for the sake of the
environment. This not only reduces the use of chemicals but also
saves water while rinsing. It still has a cleaning effect, however.

100% BIODEGRADABLE WITHIN
LESS THAN 28 DAYS
Biodegradability curve of the reference substance

Our plant-based active ingredients effectively replace the conventionally produced substances such as sulphates, propylene glycol,
chemical surfactants (petrol, palm oil, sugar molasses etc.) which
have adverse effects on our environment and on human health.

Degradation rate Dt [%]

Make your household and consequently the
world cleaner: with every single laundry,
with every wash cycle. After all, what is the
sea without the single drop of water, and
you as a consumer have the power to change
the world! Silvio Perpmer, founder of PLANET PURE

Dear Planet-Pure team,
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Please keep up the good work!
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Degradation rate Dt of the test substance: 7 days
Degradation rate Dt of the test substance: 28 days
time [d]
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Yours sincerely, Julia B.

